The Education of a Steinologist

What is a Crest?
by John A. Ey, Jr.
For several years I have noticed that references in Prosit and various stein books
and catalogs refer to "crest" as being an
entire coaf of arms. One good look at the
symbol shows that it is not simply a crest,
but an entire coat of arms; a crest is but
one part of a coat of arms (which, in turn,
is an heraldic symbolic emblem).
I have noticed this discrepancy in many
captions pertaining especially to steins and
other drinking vessels. The caption usually
says the piece is emblazoned with a cresf
of a king or an emperor, etc. However, such
illustrations are almost always an entire coat
of arms.
Many times a coat of arms is referred to
as a crest, and just as many times a crest
is described as a coat of arms: These terms
would seem to be interchangeable, but this
is definitely wrong.
Here are a few definitions from the Encyclopedia Britannica, the Columbia Encyclopedia and the College Edition of the
Winston Dictionary, as well as the American College Dictionary and Boutell's Heraldry:
A crest is:
" . . . a device which is mounted on a
bascinet or helm above a coat of arms.
The crest's accessories include the helm
(helmet) on which it is borne; the torse
(or crest-wreath); chapeau and crestcoronet; and the mantling which hangs
from the helm.
" . . . a figure borne ABOVE the escutcheon or shield of a coat of arms,
and also used separately as a distinguishing device."

" . . . a device worn above the field or
escutcheon of a coat of arms, or also a
device transferred to a seal."
" . . . the crest surmounts the escutcheon; its colors are those of the coat of
arms. The dragon, wivem, wreath and
plume of feathers are common crests.
The lion, used by Edward III of England,
still is the cresf of the English sovereigns."
" . . . the most important accessory of
the coat of arms is the crested helm
above the shield (field; escutcheon). As
the furniture of the tournaments became more magnificent, the crest gave
a new field for display, and many strange

shapes appear in painted and gilded
wood, metal, leather and parchment
above the helms of the jousters. It is to
be noted that at the beginning of the
15th century in England the juncture of
the crest and the helm was covered by
a wreath of silk, twisted with one, two
or three colors. A variant was two strips
of silk called a mantle attached to the
top of the helm below the crest. The
crest is but an a c c e s s o r y of a coat
of arms."
Since heraldry is so much a part of steinology, we trust we have cleared up another
matter and have set the record of correct
terminology straight.

Complete 1986 Convention Program and details inside!

Happy Birthday
Two of our German SCI members are
celebrating a very "special" birthday in
the months covered by this issue:
Therese Thomas, Chairman of the
Board of SCI and Archivist/Museum Director for Villeroy & Boch, Mettlach, will
be celebrating her "special" birthday in
mid-March.
Willi Remy, General Manager for the
Merkelbach Ceramic Factory in HöhrGrenzhausen, will celebrate his birthday in April, and we understand that he
will be feted at a big party in Grenzau.
To both of these SCI'ers, we wish
a "Happy Birthday" in English and in
German:
Die
T r i n k e r
l a s s e n
s i c h
n i c h t
lumpen;
s i e
t r i n k e n
B i e r
aus
grossen
Humpen.
Wir
t r i n k e n ,
ä h n l i c h
j e n e n
Zechern,
das B i « r
aus
G l ä s e r n ,
Krügen,
Bechern.
Wie
dem
auch
s e i --es
s t e i g t
empor
v i e l s t i m m i g
d e r
G e b u r t s t a g s - C h o r :
Alles Gute zum Geburtstag!

Have you paid your 1986 dues
yet? If not, please do it right away.
Please send your check for $20.00
(with your SCI number written on
it) to our treasurer (below) so you
won't miss any
of your
favorite stein
activities

Pat C l a r k e
P.O. Box 350
Harrison,
NJ 07029
Thanks!

It is with great sorrow that we have to
tell our members about the death of
another son of a member: On January
14, after a brief illness, Patrick J.
Clarke III, son of Pat and Bina Clarke
of New Jersey, passed away. Pat Jr.
was only 30 years old and had a rich
and full life ahead of him. But ours is
not to question; we can only try to
comfort the bereaved parents with our
condolences and love. Our sympathy
goes out to Pat and Bina and we assure them of our support.

Convention 1990
We have Convention Plans for 1986
through 1989: San Diego, Washington (D.C.), St. Louis and Detroit. And
while we have an offer from our
friends at Mettlach to again host a
convention in Germany in 1990, we
do want to give other chapters a
chance to bid on no. 24.
If your chapter has never hosted a
National SCI Convention or if you
have and would like to give it another try, why not discuss this matter
at your next chapter get-together?
Then, if you think you'd like to be the
Convention host in 1990, please let
you Executive Director know prior to
the Board Meeting in San Diego in
July. We'll put the question on the
agenda, to be put to a vote. Who
knows? Your chapter could be the
host of the first convention of the new
decade: 1990!
Let's hear from you: Any and all
chartered chapters will be considered. Be the host with the most—in
1990.

Inserts
You will find a number of inserts in this
issue:
• Information regarding the 1986 National Convention in July, including
registration and hotel reservation
forms.
• An "SCI Stein Museum" survey which
ties into the article about the proposed museum elsewhere in this issue. Please fill out the survey form
and mail it back to Les Paul—the form
is a self-mailing piece, all you have
to do is fold, staple and add a 22 cent
stamp.

Prunts, Glass
Stein Decorations
by Jim Sauer
photographs by Jack Lowenstein
Glass steins seldom offer the opportunity
for research or study, due to the absence
of identifying marks, codes, or a numbering system. Occasionally pieces of information can be put together that provide an
explanation for a particular decoration or
design. Such is the case here in regard to
prunts, the often overlooked decorations
on numerous glass steins of the late nineteenth century.
Basically prunts were drops of molten glass
applied freehand or impressed with a tool
on glass steins as decorations. Prunts were
of various shapes and sizes and applied
in patterns or haphazardly, usually to the
lower two-thirds of glass steins. Horizontal
single row patterns of from three to seven
prunts were normal on steins of one-half
and one liter sizes. Random applications
on larger steins were not unusual, with
prunts also applied to glass inlay lids.
Glass historians credit the German innovation as having been original, although
recognizing that Roman glass-makers applied curled "tails" on glassware as decorations during earlier periods. Also historians are fairly certain that the decoration
originated in the glass houses of northern
Germany, along the Rhine River, during
the fourteenth century. At that time the
various types of prunts were functional as
well as decorative. The glass drops were
applied to the lower two-thirds of glass
drinking vessels, to allow the drinker a firm
handgrip on the glass, in the absence of a
handle. Even more practical at a time when
forks for dining were unknown and the primary utensils were a knife, which was usually carried by the individual, plus one's
(greasy) hands.
In the early nineteenth century, prunts were
considered antiquated, with no functional
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use on glass steins which now had handles. Also, glassmakers apparently had little interest in prunts as an ornament at the
time. The decorations were rediscovered
in the late nineteenth century as steins again
became popular after the Biedermeier
period.
Dotted prunts were impressed in relief, with
a die which was a concave-faced steel tool.
Two different methods were used in applying the ornaments: Simply explained, in
one technique molten glass was rolled flat
on a steel-surfaced glassworking table. The
decorator cut out a prunt with the tool, retained it in the die, and stamped it on the
stein. This method of "cut and stamp" produced perfectly shaped and neatly placed
prunts as shown on the stein in figure 1.
In the second method, the decorator
dropped a small blob of molten glass on a
stein and pressed the die to the glass which
shaped the prunt. This method of "drop
and press" produced prunts that were nicely
shaped but not necessarily round. Often a
slight collar of excess glass remained along
the edge of the design. The ball prunts
shown in figure 2 illustrate the method further.

Fig. 1: Dotted prunts on a half-liter green glass
stein dated 1893. The six prunts were toolimpressed and arranged in a single row encircling
the middle of the stein. The design originated in
the fifteenth century, and even with nineteenth
century variations, remained a distinctive
decoration.

Dotted prunts were versatile decorations,
and were often applied to different types
of glasses in the late nineteenth century,
including wine glasses. The size of the
prunts varied as well as the number of dots
in the design. Often, dotted prunts on enamel-decorated steins were also enameled.
Prunt is an English word and the term stein
collectors are most familiar with. German
dotted prunts were called raspberries, and
English-designed prunts which were wider
and flatter were named strawberries. German prunts were considered exceptional
decorations, admired but not duplicated by
other European glasshouses.
Prunt colors varied, but many matched the
color of the steins, especially prunts on
green glass. Various prunt colors also
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Fig. 1a: Green glass stein described in figure 1.
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blended well with the traditional green glass
and made attractive combinations. Not to
be overlooked are the numerous clear glass
steins with clear or colored prunts.
Other tool-applied designs on steins included the ball prunt, figure 2; the rosette,
figure 3; the star; and also the shell. Another design, the dotted ball, was a combination of the ball prunt encircled by a
single row of dots, as shown in figure 4.
While placing prunts, the glass worker had
to maintain a hot, yet stable glass body.
For that reason, the glass was still attached to the pontil, which was a long steel
rod used as a glass working tool. The
craftsman submitted the glass to the heat
of the "glory hole," which was an opening
in the furnace at a low temperature location. As the worker decorated, he controlled the temperature of the glass, and
the prunts fused in place.

Prunts were also dropped freehand and
some variations can be found in the several designs placed on steins. For example, molten glass for the round drop set up
quickly and remained round and in raised
relief (Fig. 5-a). A similar design was also
applied in the same manner, but returned
to the furnace glory hole for additional heat.
The result was a flat decoration that increased slightly in diameter, as shown in
figure 5-b.
Nuppen, literally "drop," was the original
fourteenth century prunt, and often placed
on the Warzenbecher, literally "wart beaker"
(ref. 1). The round drop prunts were applied in steins freehand with a round rod
glassworking tool. The decorator dropped
molten glass from the end of the steel rod,
forming a round design, and as the tool
was lifted away a small center tip remained
on the prunt. A variation of that design was
the pointed drop prunt (fig. 6) which had a
slightly longer tip that also extended from
the center of the decoration. That prunt was
very fragile and not applied to steins to any
extent.
The pearl prunt was also a freehand decoration similar to the round drop prunt, but
made with clear glass. The design was further decorated with an additional small drop
of colored glass in the center of the decoration which gave it the appearance of a
pearl. The prunt was applied to Nuppenbecher, literally "drop beaker," during the
fourteenth century.

Fig. 2: Ball prunts on green glass which were
further decorated with five tiny colored enameled
dots. In this close-up photo, the method of
application can be more easily understood. The
decorator dropped a small blob of molten glass
on the surface and touched the prunt die tool
momentarily to the glass, impressing the design.
An exact drop of molten glass produced a
perfectly shaped prunt without any excess glass
remaining, as shown to the right. Larger drops
resulted in prunts with excessive glass forming
irregular shaped collars and some smear, as
shown to the left and center.

Fig. 3: Rosette prunts on a half-liter champagnecolored glass stein. Rosettes can not be traced
back to an earlier period and should be
considered a late nineteenth century design. The
three tool-impressed prunts are an example of
the minimum number necessary to maintain a
circular pattern on a stein.

Fig. 3a: Champagne-colored glass stein which
was shown in detail in figure 3. The white
enameled decorations are of hops and barley,
and the inscription states, "He who is happy is
blessed."

Thorn prunts, as shown in figures 7a. and
7b., originated in the sixteenth century.
These prunts were dropped freehand with
a long flat glassworking tool. The decorator dropped a blob of molten glass, and
shaped the thorn tip as he lifted the tool
away from the glass. The slightly oval
shaped design, placed vertically, had a
smooth tip which was practical for late
nineteenth century steins. In the sixteenth
century thorns were long and sharp, and
the tips were often cut square with shears
by the glassmakers. A nineteenth century
example of shear-cut thorn prunts is shown
in figure 7a. The Stachel nuppen, literally
"thorn drop", was applied horizontally and
in numerous rows to tall, narrow-shaped
Stangenglas, or "pole glass" (ref. 2). The
drinker placed his fingers and thumb between the rows of thorns and held the glass
with the sharp tips away from the palm of
his hand.

Fig. 4: Dotted ball prunts were also a late
nineteenth century design and have some
variations, including different sizes. The closeup photo illustrates small-diameter prunts with
rather high profiles which were normal for this
design. Also worthy of note is the rigaree, or
milled trailing glass, above the prunts which
encircles the stem. This decoration originated in
the sixteenth century on the Passglas, which
was usually a tall beer glass, shared by several
drinkers. The horizontal trailing rings marked the
various levels of a "fair share" of the beer.

Fig. 4a: Small "Romer" glass with dotted ball
prunts (detail shown in figure 4).

Figure 7c. illustrates a very interesting forest-green glass stein, with "Stachel nuppen" (thorn drop) prunts applied in typical
sixteenth century fashion. The stein, however, is from the nineteenth century, as seen
from the Biedermeier shape.
We hope that this brief review of glass
prunts is of interest to our readers and that
it adds to our understanding and appreciation of German glass steins.
References:
1. An Illustrated Dictionary of Glass, Harold
Newman, 1977 (p. 335).
2. Antique Drinking Glasses, Albert Hartshorne, 1968 (pp. 63-65).

Fig. 5a: Raised drop prunts on a half-liter Munich
Maid green glass stein. Freehand designs were
generally applied to steins under one liter in
capacity, while tool-applied prunts were placed
on steins of all sizes.

Fig. 7a: Sheared thorn prunts on a half-liter
Munich Maid green glass stein. After shaping
the thorns the decorator cut the tips short and
at a slight angle. The shear marks are clearly
visible on this rather unique decoration.

Fig. 7c: Distinctive /2-Liter glass stein, of which
details were shown in figure 7b. The glass has
the green color of forest glass of northern
Germany from the Middle Ages, and the "Stachel
nuppen" (thorn drop) prunts are applied in the
sixteenth century fashion. The applied crinkled
foot rim on the base was taken from the sixteenth
century Nuppenbecher ("drop beaker"). The
shape of the stein is Biedermeier (mid-nineteenth
century). A late nineteenth century pewter dome
lid and thumblift complete the stein. Together all
of the features represent a quick review of
German glassmaking traditions in one stein.
1

Fig. 7b: Thorn prunts on a half-liter green glass
stein. The 26 vertically applied blue-green prunts
were dropped free-hand and arranged in a
pattern of four rows. While the sixteenth century
thorns were sharp and fragile, the nineteenth
century tips were smooth, slightly shorter, and
more durable. Thorns were often rendered
smooth by momentarily submitting the glass to
additional furnace heat. The numerous prunts
are an example of the maximum number placed
on a half-liter stein.

Art in Lithophanes
by Les Paul
Fig. 5b: Flat drop prunts on an enameled clear
glass 4-F stein. The six amber-colored prunts
were applied freehand and rendered almost flat
with additional furnace heat.

Fig. 6: Pointed drop prunts on a Munich Maid
green glass beaker. The decorator controlled
the temperature, and the plasticity, of the glass
in shaping the extended tips of this fragile
decoration.

We've seen that illustrations copied from famous pieces of art can show up on beer
steins (Prosit no. 75, March 1984, page 1147). However, such art also appears in
lithophanes, as the two examples below show:

"The Zither Player", after Franz von Defregger
(1835-1921)

"Tavern Scene"; artist not known for certain, but
in style very similar to paintings done by Hugo
Kauffmann (1844-1915)

SCI's 20th Convention Beckons at
San Diego
by Terry Hill, Convention Co-Chairman
This summer's annual SCI Convention, July
9-13, in San Diego, California, is one event
that will certainly electrify all of steindom.
Convention activities will be headquartered at the Hotel Del Coronado, a magnificent Victorian edifice that stretches
across the sandy beaches of Coronado Island. Generally considered to be the last
of the extravagantly conceived seaside resort hotels, it stands as a monument to
days long gone, with its collection of turrets, cupolas, hand-carved pillars, and
magnificent gingerbread. This historical
wonder has been declared both a state and
a national historic landmark.
During the days of the Del's infancy in 1888,
Mettlach stoneware steins were becoming
fashionable, German Kaisers were taking
turns at ruling, and Wyatt Earp was shooting up the West. Subsequent years have
seen ten presidents listed among the Del's
guests. Several state dinners, a gala for
Charles Lindbergh, and the famed meeting
of the Prince of Wales (later King Edward
VIII) and Wally Simpson have created an
aura of history unparalleled at an American hostelry. Now, like these imposing
events, Stein Collectors International will
add its page.
Host Ersfe Gruppe chapter has reached
back into one of Del Coronado's more
glamorous episodes for the theme for this
year's convention: In 1959 the Del served
as the location for one of Hollywood's most
popular films, "Some Like It Hot," starring
Marilyn Monroe, Tony Curtis, and Jack
Lemmon. That Roaring Twenties hit film
will be the theme for our own 20th Convention. Our last night blowout will feature
a Charleston contest, flappers, megaphones, swell slang, Prohibition gin, and a
contest for the best dressed 20's costumes.
Included in this issue of Prosit is an '86
Convention Pre-Registration form, as well
as a Reservation form from the Hotel Del
Coronado. In order to provide the SCI
membership a more affordable convention, registration fees have been significantly lowered. We have been able to do
this because of, among other things, a return to a more modest style of convention
stein. This year's edition, in the style of the
first seven SCI convention steins, was designed by E.G.'s very talented Harvey
Goldson. The half-liter vessel will be pro-

duced by Rastal Werke in Höhr-Grenzhausen, West Germany.
The Convention rate for a couple will be
$460, including a convention stein. Single
conventioneers will be on line for $245
with stein. For those of you planning on
bringing the younger set, we have lowered
the registration for children under 18 to
$160. The activities for the youthful collectors, and the old guys too, are immense.
Swimming, surfing, tennis, golf, boating, and
arcade life are but a few of the arduous
tasks facing this generation. Extra time
should be planned for visits to nearby Sea
World, Wild Animal Park, and the worldrenowned San Diego Zoo.
Pre-registration payments or deposits must
be received by April 1, with the balance
due at registration. "Walk-in" registrations
will be charged an additional $30 per person. Take the time now and fill out your
forms and enjoy the Pre-registration savings. Pre-registration deposits are $100 per
person.
Early Bird Day, July 9th, will include an
A.M. meeting of the SCI Board of Directors
and an afternoon Early Bird Stein Sale.
Stein wheeler dealers will also be able to
open the Erste Gruppe hospitality suite as
well as the spectacular stein display that
will feature the finest specimens from the
Ersfe Gruppe chapter and their collecting

colleagues from Northern California, the
Golden Gate Zechers. The display and the
hospitality suite will be open throughout the
four days of convention action. The evening meal will be "at home" at the Del to
provide our eastern travelers the opportunity to relax and enjoy the setting of the
beautiful Promenade Deck. One of Southern California's most spectacular views can
be found on this deck that overlooks the
ocean and huge olympic-sized pool. The
colorful sounds of Mariachi music will be
in evidence as steiners indulge in the cuisine of nearby Mexico. A fee of $22 per
person will cover expenses for this traditional Early Bird Evening.
This year's cast of stein lecturers have uncovered a wealth of new information on
steins that will delight the convention audience. Character stein and Mettlach collectors will especially appreciate this new
stein lore. Not until after the presentation
of these stein talks in San Diego, will this
newly-discovered information be released
for publication.
The 1986 Stein Sale will feature three days
of intense dealings as SCI's finest hucksters attempt to peddle their wares to an
eager group of mug seekers. In an attempt
to encourage participation in this annual
affair, the cost of a dealer table has been
drastically reduced to $40. Half tables can
be purchased for $25. Table reservations
must be sent in with your convention deposit. Table reservees only will be permitted into the sales room during set-up and
then only for just the time needed to prepare for the sale. Once a dealer's table is
finished he'll be asked to retire to the waiting area outside the sales room. Sales are
to be executed only after the sale officially
begins.

